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The Chimding Foundation partnered with OLE Nepal to launch laptop-based teaching and 
learning program in Kerung VDC of Solukhumbu district. OLE Nepal staff Ram Singh and 
Kayomars Bilimoria Puri deployed laptops and trained teachers of Shree Changesthan High 
School, Singhakali Lower Secondary School and Setigaiya Primary School from May 3 to 7, 
2012. A total of 14 teachers from the three schools attended the three-day long training at 
Changesthan H.S. The main focus of the training was to get the teachers familiar with the 
new teaching-learning tool and to navigate through educational activities such as the E-Paath. 
Teachers took an immediate liking towards the E-Paath and stayed after-hours to practise 
and get their queries resolved, even though some of them had to walk 2 hours to reach home. 
Ram Singh did a demo math class to help teachers get a better idea of the new methodology. 
Teachers later shared that they had never really thought that math could be taught in such an 
interesting manner. On the final day of the training, Ms. Chhal Kumari Sharma of Changesthan 
H.S did a demo class on the use of E-Paatis. OLE Nepal’s team and teachers discussed 
the efficient placement of the E-Paati and on how to solve problems that are commonly 
encountered while using E-Paatis in the classrooms.
 
Training Participants:

S.No. Name of Teachers School

1. Chet Kumar Khadka Changesthan Higher Secondary School

2. Chhal Kumari Sharma Changesthan Higher Secondary School

3. Kamala Tamang Changesthan Higher Secondary School

4. Pemchhire Tamang Changesthan Higher Secondary School

5. Ramita Magar Changesthan Higher Secondary School

6. Kamala Tamang Seti Gaiya Primary School

7. Krishna Kumari Karki Seti Gaiya Primary School

8. Gyani Maya Tamang Seti Gaiya Primary School

9. Sarmila Magar (Principal) Seti Gaiya Primary School

10. Mani Kumar Rai Singhakali Lower Secondary School

11. Chuda Kumari KC Singhakali Lower Secondary School

12. Top Kumar Karki Singhakali Lower Secondary School



13. Rason Bahadur Basnet Singhakali Lower Secondary School

14. Ganesh K. Karki (Principal) Singhakali Lower Secondary School

 
Proceedings
May 3rd, 2012
A meeting was held with the principals and participating teachers of the selected schools to 
discuss an appropriate length for the training. After deciding Changesthan Higher Secondary 
School as the training venue, it was learnt that Kerung has access to electricity only during the 
night. The unavailability of electricity would pose as a giant hurdle to the training program as 
the XO laptops (laptops) needed to be used continually during training. However, upon further 
discussing the matter, it was learnt that a member of the Changesthan School Board was also 
a member of the management of the local hydro power plant that supplies electricity to that 
region. Consequently, after having an informal meeting, he agreed to provide electricity to the 
school during the training. As the day was almost gone, and electricity was due to be released 
only from the following day, the team made a visit to Shree Singhakali Lower Secondary School 
with Mr. Mani Kumar Rai. It was then decided that the safest and most efficient place to keep 
the laptops would be in the library.
 
May 4th, 2012
As per the schedule agreed upon, training started at 10 am. In all, a total of 16 trainees were 
present - 14 teachers and 2 students. In the opening session, short introductions were made 
and queries regarding how proficient the teachers were in using computers was made. It was 
learnt that the Principal of Shree Singhakali L.S School, Mr. Ganesh Karki, and librarian of 
Changistan H.S School, Mr. Pemchhire Tamang, were quite comfortable in using computers 
and had even tinkered around with an XO laptop earlier. The other teachers, however, were 
new to the world of computing, and a few frankly expressed that they had never used a 
computer before. Keeping this in mind, the first day of training was focused entirely on how 
to use the laptops. The teachers were taught all the basics required to make efficient use of 
laptops. The day’s training made certain that all the teachers were quite adept at moving their 
mouse pointers around and entirely confident about the functions of each key on the keyboard. 
The trainees were so engrossed in the training that the two fixed-tea breaks were completely 
forgotten.
 
May 5th, 2012
The concept of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) integrated teaching-learning 
was introduced to the teachers in the first session. Ram Krishna Singh conducted a demo 
class with the use of laptops. He chose to teach LCM in a way that was visibly different from 
the conventional teaching methods adopted by the teachers. At the end of the 35-minute demo 
class, the teachers were very thorough with the concepts and uses of LCM. The demo class 
was aimed to show the teachers an example of laptop-integrated teaching-learning. Next, 
exercises related to E-Paath were carried out. After a vigorous exercise session, the teachers 
were familiar with the different types of lessons E-Paath contained. The teachers were then 
introduced to other activities contained within the laptop such as typing, chatting etc.



 

 
May 6th, 2012
The day started off with Mrs. Chhal Kumari Sharma of Changestan H.S School conducting a 
demo laptop-integrated class. After reflecting on how the class could be more beneficial and 
effective, another vigorous session of E-Paath exercises was conducted. The next session 
consisted of introducing the teachers to various problems that they may encounter while using 
a laptop, and instructing them on how to solve such problems. The training concluded after the 
teachers were taught how to update the laptops and were handed over the NEXO image in their 
respective pen drives.
 

 
May 7th, 2012
Around 10, OLE Nepal’s team went to visit Seti Gaiya Primary School along with the principal, 
Sarmila Magar. On inspecting the school’s infrastructure, it was decided that it would be best to 
place the laptops in the library.


